As 
Introduction
Future computing systems will inevitably be built using nanoelectronics, i.e., from devices and wires with feature sizes below thirty nanometers. The SIA roadmap [37] predicts that traditional silicon-based systems will have feature sizes of below 40nm within the decade. Additionally, there are advances being made in building computing systems using new technologies, such as molecular electronics [8] . Successfully harnessing nanoelectronics requires a new approach to building computing systems. While each technology has its own unique requirements, the small size of the individual devices and the large quantities of devices per chip are common to all nanoscale technologies.
NANO, QUANTUM AND MOLECULAR COMPUTING
The ever increasing improvement in computing performance is fueled by the ever increasing number and speed of available transistors, but it is driven by a hierarchy of abstractions. One plausible hierarchy is: Transistors → Logic Gates → Circuits → Blocks → ISA → Programs. Each abstraction layer hides the details of the layer below it, helping to control the complexity of designing and implementing systems with hundreds of millions of components. The layers also promote a separation of responsibilities, allowing independent progress to be made at different levels of the system. Currently, this hierarchy rests on certain assumptions about manufacturing, design, testing and verification. In particular it assumes that transistors and wires can be placed at will by the designer and will all work reliably. However, these assumptions break down at the nanoscale.
Perhaps the greatest impact of the nanoscale on electronics will be the reduced ability to arbitrarily determine the placement of the components of a system. The most extreme example of this is to be found in chemically assembled electronic nanotechnology (CAEN), a form of molecular electronics which uses bottom-up assembly to construct electronic circuits out of nanometerscale devices. Large-scale molecular electronics requires some form of selfassembly [8] . When using self-assembly, individual devices and wires are first manufactured, and only later assembled into a circuit. While self-assembly promises to be a very economical process (compared with the cost of traditional semiconductor fabrication), it cannot be used to create the arbitrary patterns that can be formed using photolithography. Only simple, crystal-like structures can be created using self-assembly. Furthermore, defect densities of self-assembled circuits are projected to be orders of magnitude higher then in silicon-based devices. Thus, self-assembled circuits and architectures will have to be designed for defect tolerance.
To a lesser extent similar issues face traditional semiconductor technology as it continues to scale. The complexity of generating a reliable mask set which produces reliable chips is already limiting the ability to create arbitrary patterns of wires. This can be seen in the trend towards "structured" ASICs, which allow custom chips to share many of the same masks [44] . As devices scale down it is also harder to maintain constant characteristics for all the devices on a single chip [33] . Some argue that process variation will essentially eliminate the performance gains typically expected when feature sizes shrink [5] . These trends indicate that as feature sizes shrink even photolithographically manufactured chips will need to be crystal-like, i.e., built from very regular structures.
In order to implement useful reliable functionality on top of crystal-like structures, post-fabrication customization is required; this customization will be used for two purposes (1) to implement the desired functionality and (2) to eliminate the deleterious effects of the defects [11, 21] . Economics will also speed the movement towards customizable chips. As mask sets become more
